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For all the souls
who've broken my heart
in such beautiful ways.



Ghost in the Library

I am a creature 
of  oblivion.
I feast on air, and memories,

and scraps of  poetry.
A ghost in the libraries,
my soul escapes to sing over fields

as I sleep.

I wander haunted moors
with my black Irish eyes,

under a sky of  thick
dark paint.
A creature of  constant motion,
refusal of  rest,

I burn my flesh like fuel;
I am distributed into

the universe.

I will reduce myself
to the essential,

nothing but bones;
grind them up to blow away
the dust,

and then I can finally prove
you don’t need wings to fly.
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Crown II

She makes me think of  someone wonderful,
but I can’t place her.

Someone
with spun sugar lips
and short fur hair,

spots like a jaguar,
and thin, lithe 

muscles
run through with tendons;
she’s a feline.

Maybe I never
knew her.

Maybe I dreamt her;
I swear I made her up.
Her body, 
her photographs,

her life.
That unrelenting sadness.

She lives disconnected,
an inch

above the ground.
Too beautiful,
she has wings,
that we can’t see.

Tethers, weights; her ties
a curse.

The unbearable burden of  solidity;
The weight of  her flesh.
She belongs to heaven,

and there’s only one escape.
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I learn acceptance 
from a ghost,

discover beauty
in the sweetest words
of  all:

“Nothing will last
forever.”
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Crown

The day I heard the news,
it came not through meeting
or even phone call,

but from the cold eyes
and careful distance
of  a well-structured article, written by a man

who lived a half  a world away.

I felt the loss not in my heart
but in my stomach,
with a tightness that seemed

inappropriate
to the length and meaning
of  our infrequent conversations.

Later,
I found the meaning of  her name.
Now, 
when I speak of  her,
that meaning plays like a chant 
in the deepest part

of  my skull.

I thought there must be something,
some symbolism 
my writer’s mind could cling to.
But it’s been four years now,

a solid length of  contemplation,
and still,

I’ve found nothing.
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“Sweet tooth burns a hole in your head –”
Rainbow suckers,
caught on her sugary lips;

there is more for me in that
than in crowns.

Of  course I saw no funeral.
That same faraway journalist 

allowed me photos,
but the high res images
of  the 

long
black
car

were like pornography.
My stomach again,
and not my heart,

felt the pain and shame in equal measures,
and so I looked

no further.

And now my crown lies melting,
under the grass, 
in a place that I know I will probably never see.
When the loss was new,
I sculpted a marble marker,

a lonely plot in my mind,
and I kneeled before it to speak to her,
nothing to offer

save lamentation.

But now,
I find that I am ready to offer honour

to her life,
and pay respect to more

than just the points at either end
of  that line.
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The words from this pen tonight
are hers,

from me;
a solemn word weaver she barely knew.
A stranger 
who still remembers her bones.
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Insistent Braying

There’s a dog at the gate,
barking, 
braying and spitting, 
with red eyes
and mange.
He paces, 
on bleeding paws 
with tapping nails, 
a stutter step, 
a dance, 
thin legs with heavy cords 
and gouging, leaping ribs. 
His breath comes hard, 
with gasp and spray, 
until his eyes 
roll. 
But he won’t fall silent. 
His braying 
insists.
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Crown III

Once a year I burn
your photos

celebrating your birth;
remembering
your slender face,
your body,
made up of  hills and valleys,

curves and slopes,
dusted in shadow. 

You were so beautiful, 
once, 

a painted virgin queen, 
with marble skin
and dark doe eyes,
and I’m sure you felt 

beautiful, 
then,
in that last moment,
as you threaded

the noose.

I’m sure
you tried,

dressed for a party and
swinging 
in the sunshine.
But no one leaves

a beautiful corpse;
there is no beauty

in death.
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Too Close

When I say her name
my heart stops beating,
and without her,
I cannot breathe. 
I blur the fine line
between love and obsession –
not an overabundance

of  love,
but a lack of  it;
I study her like fossils, 
with fascination.
I observe and treasure,
and maybe,
this isn’t love. Maybe,
I’ve come too close.
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Tattooed Bones

A child of  the ‘90’s,
born
in the dark,
I am child-sized.
Eternal youth, I’m a vampire;
like Bathory,
I bathe in the blood of  virgins.

I appropriate the ages,
stitched together
like a rag doll,
stealing from the dead,
the forgotten;
I’m a gravedigger.

Let every life I steal
leave a mark;
let them peel back 
my skin,
and tattoo my bones. 

Born a blank mannequin,
white and smooth.
But now,
I have my fangs;
my wings, 

my stripes,
and all great things grow
of  humble beginnings.
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Too many teeth

She threw herself  against him,
such force,
so that the air 

rushed 
from his lungs, 
even as her lips closed 

over his, 
determined to suck away 
the last of  his
breath.

She has too many 
teeth, 

as she moves 
with a thousand tongues, 
but.. 
she’s beautiful. 

Through all the 
horror
and tiny shining secrets,
past the 

lies
she holds like candies, 
he takes her over,
pushing his way behind the vice
of  her undecipherable

lips. 

Through all this silently 
gasping 
passion,

he will learn.
He will come to find that her blood 

tastes like ice.
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The Universe

You are a universe; such gravity!
I will break apart on your surface,
I will lose control in this heat,
I will leak into your tightened veins.
My hollow bones will 

shatter
within your beating heart.

You are a gasp of  air in this alien world.

I am drowning in your eyes,
I am burning against your skin,
you’re breaking me, bruising me;

beautiful blood leaking under my skin.
My aching pulse.

I’m lost in your mouth,
a heat that could thaw the winter,
I’m gasping for your breath.

Pulling, pushing, needing.

We are Abelard and Heloise,
Tristan and Ysolde, 

we are the greatest of  all the lovers.
Ours is a story 
told in the spaces between lines;

told less by what is said
than what is not.

I am deafened by your heartbeat,
and I swear I’ll never rest

until I find my way back under your skin.
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Stay with me

In my mind 
I’m still in bed with you, 

languishing 
as the sun comes up around us.

I miss you 
desperately 

already, 
petting my hair 
and crooning, 
wrapping up around me,
stretching
and pulling
and making fun 

of  ticklish feet.

‘Stay with me
tonight,

please,’
words I keep hearing
long after silence

surrounds;
vigor and chivalry,
and our blood,
flooding our cheeks with every smile
that we could never

hide.
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